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IT isn’t broken, and it runs faithfully every night. Documentation
from its many years of flawless execution is so scant, and return

codes are so esoteric, that no one on staff wants to touch the job code.
Frankly, unless the mainframe batch processing window is threatening
to run so long that it bleeds into the business day, upper management
may not care.

So why commit manpower and resources to reducing your main-
frame batch processing window?

Organizations are starting to realize that mainframe flexibility is a
competitive factor, and that the batch side of processing has been neg-
lected for too long. These organizations understand the competitive
advantage of a flexible mainframe infrastructure that includes automa-
tion of processes, what people do, and the processes and policies that
technology can enable.

CHALLENGES OF BATCH PROCESSING

The challenges of mainframe batch processing for sites haven’t
changed much from what they have been traditionally. Much of it
directly relates to limitations in I/O. There are also limits in the per-
sonnel and staff skill levels that can be applied to batch processing,
along with full utilization of all devices that assist the process, and
CPU Mips utilization. Eventually, the path leads to increases in clock
time required for batch processing, and the rising cost of batch pro-
cessing cycles that take longer and longer to complete.

“Company mergers and consolidations can place a great deal of
pressure on batch processing,” said Sal Del Conte, Vice President of
Operability Services for Diversified Software. “A financial institution
that has gone through a series of mergers and consolidations probably
has very inconsistent JCL standards, esoteric JCL code, and in general,
a “hodgepodge” of batch processing instructions that are inefficient
and not well understood. Many of these organizations are discovering
that there is an infrastructure “breaking point” to where future mergers
and consolidations are significantly impeded without a consistent and
flexible batch processing architecture. Often, we help these sites

achieve that kind of optimization—but the key is keeping the batch
processing optimized after the project is completed.”

A second challenge is that time has not stood still for batch process-
ing technology breakthroughs on the zSeries—but it might have stalled
for the IT staffs supporting the effort.

“More zSeries batch work is becoming dynamic, originating from
work stations and end users,” said Olivia Carmandi, President of MVS
Training, Inc. “This is dramatically different from the more predictable
transactions of the past.”

The new processing environment requires organizations to manage
resources from a vastly different perspective, including the utilization
of functions like capacity-on-demand, LPAR CPU management, and
facilities like Intelligent Resource Director (IRD), which can provide
the flexibility for varying demand.

Not everyone is using these capabilities, however. In fact, “many
larger organizations have legacy applications in place that just run, and
they are resistant to touching the JCL that runs their batch processing,”
said Diversified Software’s Sal Del Conte. “Instead, sites have focused
on elements of distributed processing and application development on
Web-based and UNIX platforms….On the flip side, many sites do not
realize that JCL that has been in place for several decades gets stag-
nant. Though it may have utilized resources efficiently when first cre-
ated, it has not been optimized to reflect the advancements in JCL code
development that have occurred alongside other technology advances.
There is a “goldmine” of opportunities sitting there that can often gain
sites an enormous return on their investments.”

CHANGES TO BATCH

Pressures on enterprise computing from distributed batch processing
requests and on-demand computing have prompted new batch comput-
ing capabilities from IBM like IRD, WLM and zAPP.

For example, a systems programmer who understands the enterprise’s
business needs can define to Workload Manager (WLM) the performance
goals for each class of work. WLM can then use IRD to determine whether
physical resources need to be reassigned to get the work done.

There are three parts to IRD:
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� LPAR CPU Manager that moves logical
processor resources to workloads that
need more;

� Dynamic Channel Path Management
(DSM) to improve I/O throughout; and

� Channel Subsystem Priority Queuing
(CSSPQ) to help important requests
move to the front of the line.

“There have also been advancements in the
parallel processing of workloads in a sysplex
through the use of zAPP application proces-
sors,” said Olivia Carmandi. “Each of these
technologies has strengths that need to be
understood and exploited to meet the varying
demands of an installation to provide both per-
formance and availability.”

While all of this is occurring, recent zSeries
buffering and I/O advances also provide methods
to optimize batch processing. The advancements
specifically include:

� System Managed Buffering (SMB) for
VSAM, which effectively allows batch
programs to utilize virtual storage for
I/O elimination;

� SmartBatch and the use of the parallel
sysplex for Batchplex processing, which
allows simultaneous execution of steps
and the dynamic reworking of the
traditional “top-down” JCL structure; and

� Hiperbatch and Batch Local Shared
Resources (LSR), which have been
around many years, and which can also
assist in batch processes that have
special requirements for both sequential
and VSAM file access.

“Some batch utility programs can also ben-
efit from JCL changes,” said Sal Del Conte.
“Over the years, sort processing has greatly
improved, for example. There is also increased
use of sysplex, which provides multiple CPU
engines to make optimum use of workload
balancing and Mips availability. There are also
different ways to balance a workload, which
used to be a limiting factor. All of these are
changes that can have a positive impact on the
batch processing window.”

BEST PLACES TO
ACHIEVE RESULTS

Both MVS Training’s Carmandi and
Diversified Software’s Del Conte agree that
reducing I/O is the single most important goal
sites should have when targeting improve-
ments in their batch runtimes.

“Sites should actively reduce or eliminate
I/O processing,” said Carmandi. “They should
review their buffering techniques and file
organization, and utilize more virtual storage.
All of these methods are available to reduce
the run-time of batch jobs.”

Another method for reducing or eliminating
I/O is taking advantage of data in memory (or
coupling facility) mechanisms to ensure that
I/O processing does not cause unnecessary
delays. “In today’s environment, the tradeoff
is to utilize virtual and real memory to avoid
performing I/Os,” said Carmandi. “Given the
speeds of the technology, the best I/O time is
still almost one thousand times slower than a
coupling facility link, and almost a million
times slower than memory speeds.”

Diversified’s Del Conte suggests assessing
your JCL with automated tools to identify
inefficient coding practices and determine
where there are efficiencies that can be gained.
Approaching batch optimization by looking at
the JCL as a first step is usually the least intru-
sive for the application.

You also put yourself in a position where
you may not require application developers,
and you may be able to make mass changes
without going into program code.

“Return on investment from batch process-
ing revisions comes in two key areas: a reduc-
tion in clock time (we typically see reductions
of 5-15%), and a requirement for less DASD
space during the running of batch,” said Sal
Del Conte. “The other key benefit is in JCL
standardization. If you can develop code that
has a common look and feel, you will gain on
the people side of your operations. The JCL
will be easier to work with, and people will no
longer be confused with obsolete parameters.”

DON’T FORGET THE
HUMAN FACTOR

zSeries batch processing requires that IT
managers look at both people and technology.
The mainframe workforce is aging—at the
same time that sites are finally recognizing
that flexible mainframe integration is critical
to business success.

“The zSeries is a fundamental part of IT
processing in Fortune 2000 companies, and an
absolutely critical platform for legacy applica-
tion processing throughput and for business to
business processing,” said Sal Del Conte. “As
recently as one year ago, surveys indicated
that as much as 70% of all business to business
transactions were being handled by mainframe
batch processing.”

Del Conte recommends that organizations
look at their internal workforces, and identify
who is going to be working with JCL. To
address the issue, some organizations are opt-
ing to move JCL maintenance and code cre-
ation away from application development, and
into a centralized production support or qual-
ity assurance area. Regardless of approach,
sites need to have a strategy to develop or
retain on-staff JCL knowledge, because they
don’t teach JCL in colleges anymore.

“There is no question that regular education is
required,” said Olivia Carmandi. “I’m talking
about formal classroom training where people
can learn about new technologies and methods,
instead of carrying the old ideas into the new sys-
tems. In many cases, opportunities are missed
because staff is simply trying to ensure the new
system runs, instead of exploiting new options
that make for better use of the technology.”

To optimize batch processing, sites need to
maintain an awareness of batch processing
technology changes, so they can look for
opportunities to exploit these new technologies
and capabilities. They should always be look-
ing at “retooling” for an evolving environment,
so that “old style” solutions aren’t being pro-
posed when newer technologies and methods
are available.

BATCH PROCESSING BEST
PRACTICES

There are several batch process “best prac-
tices” that both Del Conte and Carmandi
advocate for sites. They are:

Review your Batch Sort Processes
Over the years, the sort process has been

dramatically improved. Newer sort processes
now self-optimize, and use internal algorithms
that facilitate the internal allocation of work-
space, without the need for hard coded speci-
fications. Sites can take advantage of this for
their batch processing. “Most sites devote a
tremendous number of batch job steps to sort-
ing, so there’s often a very significant gain
overall when you optimize those steps,” said
Sal Del Conte. “Another big benefit comes
about when you eliminate the coding of block
sizes on output data sets, and let the system
determine those.”

Move Tape to DASD
Take a look at your DASD and tape files, to

see if there are steps that you can take to opti-
mize them. “In our onsite evaluations, we do a
media assessment and optimization,” said Sal



Del Conte. “The objective is to eliminate
physical tape mounts wherever possible.”

Eliminate Obsolete Components in
Your JCL Libraries

Eliminate all obsolete components in your
JCL libraries. “Many of our customers have JCL
libraries populated with thousands of Jobs and
Procs, and they’re afraid to get rid of them,” said
Del Conte. “Then, when IT has to make a
change to an application system, perhaps 1000
of those components relate to a specific system,
and they change all of them—when potentially
only 200 are involved. We call this the ‘cost of
confusion.’”

Tune your Batch Schedules
JCL revisions can significantly improve your

batch processing, and JCL, as opposed to the
application program code, is a relatively
straightforward area to address. One step sites
can take is to reorganize and tune their batch
schedules to remove contention between jobs
and between data steps. This is a productive step
because, over time, jobs are added and deleted,
and the end-to-end batch process tends to
become less efficient.

Invest in “Best of Breed” Tools that
can Assist with Work in the Batch
Processing Realm

Best of breed tools can be integrated into a set
of policies and procedures that support overall
JCL life cycle management. Integration of tools
at this level promotes the optimization of your
JCL, and helps to ensure that it is error-free and
that it meets standards. Every Corporate IT that
runs mainframe batch has a life cycle for JCL
management that includes some or all of the
phases of testing, staging, production and main-
tenance. A “best practices” approach dictates
that at every point in this life cycle, the JCL
must be managed as a valuable corporate asset
by the right people in the right organization. To
ensure that the JCL is validated as it moves from
step to step, sites should have a JCL runtime
simulation tool, an error checking and preven-
tion tool, and automated standards enforcement
that ensures that all JCL written conforms to
corporate standards. Additionally, IT should use
versioning software, and software that can per-
form impact analysis by serving as a cross-ref-
erence facility for proposed JCL changes.
“Impact analysis is very important when you are
working with JCL,” said Del Conte. “For exam-
ple, if you are modifying JCL that supports your
payroll system, you want to be sure that it does-

n’t inadvertently affect the JCL in your general
ledger system.”

PLANNING FOR BATCH
PROCESSING CHANGES AND
ACHIEVING ROI

Sites can realize significant returns on
investment if they manage their batch process-
ing code as an asset that they actively need to
preserve and evolve. To do this, strategies
must be set for batch processing in the same
way that they are established for end business
applications.

“Set your batch processing goals, analyze
your batch processes, and identify a critical
path of processing,” said Sal Del Conte.
“When we visit sites, we use a methodology
that allows us to identify parameters that we
know we can improve.

We then target an initial problem applica-
tion as a pilot to apply the mass JCL changes
and capture benchmark data to extrapolate the
benefits to the overall environment. After that
point, the site should lay out a phased
approach for implementing the changes to the

remainder of the environment. Throughout
this process, it’s imperative to have a mass-
change tool that is capable of both performing
the modifications with highest quality and
providing an audit report of all changed items.
It is also necessary to continue to capture
before and after metrics to provide the neces-
sary data to project an overall ROI.

THE FUTURE OF BATCH
TECHNOLOGIES

Recently, there have been significant
zSeries technologies that have come online to
change the face of both batch and application
processing. One of these technologies has
been Workload Manager (WLM).

“Workload Manager has been enhanced to
provide additional relief from queuing waits and
initiator delays,” said Olivia Carmandi. “With
WLM-managed initiators, batch programs can
be started more quickly by having WLM start
and stop initiators based on the delays caused by
waiting in the JES2 queue. In addition, this has
been extended so that initiators (and conse-
quently) workload balancing occur across the
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******************************
000020 //PJGL0020 JOB (DSSI),'PROD BATCH',
000030 //             CLASS=P,MSGCLASS=I,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=0M,
000040 //         NOTIFY=USER
000050 /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=HSYS,LINECT=0,LINES=99
000060 // JCLLIB ORDER='PROD.PROCLIB'
009600 //*
009700 //PJGL0025 EXEC SORT,REGION=4M
010100 //*
010300 //SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(TRK,(10000,1000)),UNIT=SYSDA
010400 //SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(TRK,(10000,1000)),UNIT=SYSDA
010500 //SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(TRK,(10000,1000)),UNIT=SYSDA
010600 //SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(TRK,(10000,1000)),UNIT=SYSDA
010700 //*
010800 //SORTIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PJGL0020.EMP.MASTER(+0)
010801 //SORTOUT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PJGL0020.EMP.MASTER.SORTED(+1),
010802 //      DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),SPACE=(CYL,(50,20)),
010803 //      DCB=(LRECL=122,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=4392)
010810 //SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PJGL0020.CNTLCARDS(PJGL0025)

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE JCL BEFORE OPTIMIZATION CHANGES

******************************
000020 //PJGL0020 JOB (DSSI),'PROD BATCH',
000030 //             CLASS=P,MSGCLASS=I,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=0M,
000040 //         NOTIFY=USER,SCHENV=SYSPLEXH
000060 // JCLLIB ORDER='PROD.PROCLIB'
009600 //*
009700 //PJGL0025 EXEC SORT,REGION=4M
010100 //*
010800 //SORTIN   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PJGL0020.EMP.MASTER(+0)
010801 //SORTOUT  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PJGL0020.EMP.MASTER.SORTED(+1),
010802 //       DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),SPACE=(CYL,(50,20),RLSE),
010803 //      DCB=(LRECL=122,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=0)
010810 //SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PJGL0020.CNTLCARDS(PJGL0025)
****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

FIGURE 2: SAMPLE JCL AFTER OPTIMIZATION CHANGES



sysplex by attempting to run work on the processor that has most available
resource.”

Reduction of the queuing delays, workload balancing and the addition
of multiple work processing engines all contribute to reduced I/O—and
to more effective batch processing. However, a key ingredient is that the
staff must be aware and trained to utilize the newer technology—and to
develop the expertise required to take full advantage of the new advances
that are continually being made in large systems performance.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

New zSeries technologies are contributing to batch processing
improvements that have not been possible before. The issue for sites is
to define how these technological advances can best contribute to their
batch process optimization—and what kind of return on investment is
possible for the end business from an optimization of batch processing.

Until recently, it has been challenging for IT decisions-makers to
build strong business cases for revising batch processing—but the
continuous nature of corporate mergers and consolidations is at last
driving home the point to business executives that 1) zSeries inte-
gration and the leverage of legacy business software is paramount to
corporate success; and 2) flexible and optimized zSeries processing
is a requirement for continued business expansion and for rapid
response to changing market conditions.

“Sites wishing to optimize their batch processing should begin by
setting a specific goal, like reducing batch processing clock time by one
hour nightly,” said Sal Del Conte. “From a JCL perspective, they
should also identify the “low hanging” fruit—those things they can eas-
ily change with little or no impact to other operations. Once this is
complete, they may wish to go after JCL revisions that potentially
require changes to application program logic.”

Regardless of the approach taken by the site, it’s important to keep
monitoring the batch world, like other areas of IT. Constantly look at
what you are doing, the tools you have in place, and how technology is
changing. By actively monitoring these elements, you can ensure that
you will retain flexibility in your batch processes.  

NaSPA member Mary E. Shacklett is President of Transworld Data. She is
listed in Who’s Who Worldwide and in Who’s Who in the Computer Industry.
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